Yolanda Cooper promoted to dean and university librarian

Yolanda Cooper has been promoted to dean and university librarian for Emory University as of July 1. She has served as Emory’s university librarian since 2014.

Documenting Slave Voyages

The SlaveVoyages.org website, a massive digital memorial project led by the Emory Center for Digital Scholarship (ECDS), casts new light on one of the most harrowing chapters in human history. This interactive website was updated recently with a more robust search function, 3-D slave ship visualization, and more ship route details.

Download summer reading for summer travels

Summer reading is just a few clicks away for those with an active Emory ID. Just log in to the Emory Libraries’ OverDrive app and get ready to enjoy new beach reads, business books, even new graphic novels as e-books and audiobooks. (Anyone up for the audiobook of Stephen King’s “It”?)

Lynda.com is now LinkedIn Learning

Looking for your Lynda.com saved tutorials to help you learn that new software? Your Emory Lynda account is now on LinkedIn Learning, with all the existing Lynda content and additional courses and improved functionality. Lynda user course history and data will migrate to LinkedIn Learning as long as the account on the new platform is activated by March 2020.

Remembering Camille Billops

Camille Billops, who with her husband, James Hatch, donated the largest archive of works, interviews, and other materials by and about black artists and activists to the Rose Library, passed away in early June. Rose Library curator Pellom McDaniels aptly expressed the nature of her impact in a blog post.